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Based on Aijmer’s (1996) and Schneider’s (2005) classifications of responses to thanks, 
this paper aims to explore and compare strategies and forms utilized to realize 
responses to thanks in German English and Canadian English. The present study 
investigates and compares 36 German (18 males and 18 females) and 36 Canadian 
informants’ (18 males and 18 females) actual responses to thanks in Bayreuth, a large 
city in northern Bavaria of Germany, and in Vancouver, a coastal seaport city in British 
Columbia of Canada, respectively. Speech acts such as the act of thanking and 
responding to thanks are generally considered pragmatically universal because they 
satisfy basic human needs in communication. For instance, responding to thanks is 
conventionally realized as brief and formulaic expressions in most, if not all language 
communities such as English you’re welcome, no problem, German bitte and Chinese 
bu keqi. By comparing responses to thanks in German English and Canadian English, 
this paper demonstrates that the realization of responding to thanks vary between these 
two varieties in terms of both strategies and forms. 
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